In this week’s recap: Mixed week for markets; jobs on the rise.
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THE WEEK ON WALL STREET
Stocks turned in a mixed performance last week as investors struggled with headlines suggesting
that the Fed was unlikely to soon ease up on its current monetary tightening policy.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average slipped 0.13%, while the Standard & Poor’s 500 rose 0.36%.
The Nasdaq Composite index picked up 2.15% for the week. The MSCI EAFE index, which tracks
developed overseas stock markets, gained 0.23%.1,2,3

SHOWING RESILIENCE
Ahead of Friday’s employment report, stocks were generally higher, highlighted by a Wednesday
rally triggered by fresh earnings surprises and a better-than-expected economic report. The rally
was especially notable because it occurred when multiple Fed officials said that the fight against
inflation hadn’t ended, perhaps throwing cold water on the idea that the Fed might pivot due to
weakening economic activity and the prospect of cooling inflation.
Aside from this single day of enthusiasm, markets were a bit jittery, especially as investors
monitored Speaker of the House Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan. A robust employment report on Friday
reinforced the idea that the Fed would likely stay the course on monetary tightening, resulting
in a mixed market for the week.

EMPLOYMENT REPORT
The U.S economy added 528,000 jobs in July, doubling the consensus expectation of 258,000.
The unemployment rate ticked lower, falling from 3.6% to 3.5%. Coincident with this job creation
was strong wage growth, as average hourly earnings rose 0.5% in July and 5.2% from a year ago.4
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Leisure and hospitality, professional and business services, and healthcare lead the way in
reported job gains, as seen in most sectors of the economy. Even sectors such as construction,
particularly vulnerable to rising interest rates, saw job gains. The labor force participation rate
moved slightly lower, slipping to 62.1%--its lowest level this year. 5

TIP OF THE WEEK

If you are serious about buying a home, getting pre-approved by a lender can give
you a better chance of making a serious offer.

THE WEEK AHEAD: KEY ECONOMIC DATA
Wednesday: Consumer Price Index (CPI). Institute for Supply Management (ISM) Services Index.
Factory Orders.
Thursday: Jobless Claims. Producer Price Index (PPI).
Friday: Consumer Sentiment.
Source: Econoday, August 5, 2022
The Econoday economic calendar lists upcoming U.S. economic data releases (including key economic indicators), Federal
Reserve policy meetings, and speaking engagements of Federal Reserve officials. The content is developed from sources
believed to be providing accurate information. The forecasts or forward-looking statements are based on assumptions and may
not materialize. The forecasts also are subject to revision.

THE WEEK AHEAD: COMPANIES REPORTING EARNINGS
Monday: Dominion Energy, Inc. (D), Tyson Foods, Inc. (TSN).
Tuesday: Emerson Electric Co. (EMR).
Wednesday: The Walt Disney Company (DIS).
Thursday: Illumina, Inc. (ILMN).
Source: Zacks, August 5, 2022
Companies mentioned are for informational purposes only. It should not be considered a solicitation for the purchase or sale of
the securities. Investing involves risks, and investment decisions should be based on your own goals, time horizon, and
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tolerance for risk. The return and principal value of investments will fluctuate as market conditions change. When sold,
investments may be worth more or less than their original cost. Companies may reschedule when they report earnings without
notice.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

“People always call it luck when you've acted more sensibly
than they have.”
ANNE TYLER
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THE WEEKLY RIDDLE

Just two U.S. states have capital cities whose names include the
full name of the state. What states are they?
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LAST WEEK’S RIDDLE: A rain gauge collects rainfall each day of a wet week beginning on Monday. Every
day, the amount of rain in the gauge doubles. At Sunday’s end, the rain gauge is completely filled. So on
which day is it half-filled?
ANSWER: The rain gauge is half-full on Saturday and the amount of rain in the gauge doubles on Sunday
so it becomes completely filled.

Keystone Financial Group may be reached at 859.317.8316 or info@keystoneky.com
www.keystoneky.com
Know someone who could use information like this?
Please feel free to send us their contact information via phone or email. (Don’t worry – we’ll
request their permission before adding them to our mailing list.)
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